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Safety flags have a great role to play in maintaining a smooth traffic flow and preventing accidents.
The task of indicating road work ahead, danger zones or informing about oversized load signs is
done by means of safety flags. Discipline and safety on city roads and highways is in-fact largely
due the use of safety flags.

Different types of safety Flags are specifically designed and are chosen as per requirements. In is
important for every road user to correctly identify different types of safety flags and follow the signs
in them. A safety flag can help and direct a driver to follow the mandatory rules and regulations on
road. Understanding and following safety flag signs ultimately help in preventing accidents and
making road travel safe. Not only for the drivers, these informative flags make traffic rules and
safety measures easy to understand for the general public as well.

Wide load flags  are attached to vehicles which have load width of more than four inches. Such
vehicles are categorized as oversized vehicles. A mandatory wide load flag should be there on such
a vehicle. The rules to categorize such vehicles may differ in different states. Agencies and drivers
need to  keep themselves informed about such rules to avoid penalties and also to keep road travel
safe for other motorists.

For every commercial car or vehicles which is carrying wide load or oversized load, its mandatory
for them to use oversized load signs, wide load flags and other specific safety flags. The
responsibility the owners and drivers of such oversized load vehicles does not end with carrying
safety flags. Appropriate safety flags should be attached in the correct manner. Rules regarding the
size and safety flags should be adhered to and the color of the flags too should be bright enough to
attract attention. Bright orange or solid red as the usual colors of Safety flags. There is also a rule
regarding the size of safety flags. A safety flag cannot be smaller than 18 inches. Oversized
vehicles when carrying over-width heavy loads, the wide load flags are placed in both front and rear
side of the load. If the dimensions of the load exceeds 4 inches than a wide load flag or safety flags
having oversized load signs are attached at the widest part of the load. Similar safety flag rules are
applicable for vehicles carrying over-length load.

Dimensions of load differ from one country to the other and within countries as well. These
dimensions are standardized legally. For further safety, there are specific rules regarding vehicles
surpassing legal load dimensions. Legal permits by the payment of extra fees and specific route and
date for transportation are required by vehicles carrying extra loads beyond legal load dimensions.
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For  more information regarding safety flags, a oversized load signs , wide load flags and please
visit http://safetyflags.com.au/
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